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Overview

• Intro
• NNL/Lynkeos Industrial Collaboration.

• Muon imaging of waste
• Some examples of different waste forms.

• Condition Monitoring and Inspection.

• Challenges of deploying on a nuclear 
site.
• Detector safety.

• Radiation environment.

• Engineering constraints.

• Summary
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NNL/Lynkeos Muon Tomography Industrial Collaboration
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• Collaboration begun in 2009 with 

University of Glasgow.
• Feasibility studies.

• Small Scale Proof of concept.

• 2015: Large scale industrial 

demonstrator.

• 2016: Lynkeos Technology Ltd. 

• 2017 – 2018: £1.6M Innovate UK grant 

for deployment at Sellafield.



Lynkeos Muon Imaging System
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Imaging systems operational at Glasgow 

University and NNL Central Laboratory

• 1024 scintillating fibres per module in x-y grid

• MAPMT Readout



Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) Drum
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Mahon et al. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A Volume 377, Issue 2137

 

 

 
Figure 3: (left) Intermediate Level Waste drum in the Lynkeos MIS in Glasgow with reconstructed images.  Shown is a 10mm 
horizontal tomogram reconstructed through the drum in the region of (centre) the uranium cylinder and (right) lead pieces.  
The uranium and lead are shown reconstructed at approximately (-15cm, 5cm) in each tomogram.  The colour metric used to 
distinguish between the different materials is a combination of matrial density and Z.  In both tomograms, the vertical cores 
are also visible. 

The results show two 10mm horizontal tomograms that were reconstructed through the drum in the regions of the lead 

and uranium samples.  The colour metric represents the average scattering density of every muon passing through the 

drum at each location.  This scattering density is dependent on the material density, thickness and Z.  In both slices, 

the high-Z material is clearly identified with a higher density than the surrounding concrete and magnesium oxide 

matrix.  Local density variations are observed within the matrix. These materials have been successfully identified 

with a precision of several millimetres in the horizontal plane.  As muons are primarily incident from the vertical 

direction, the image resolution in the vertical plane is smeared such that the precision is worsened – in this case to 

several centimetres.  This is a common artifact in muography and is the subject of intensive research by the field to 

resolve. 

 

The Lynkeos MIS at the NNL Central Laboratory at Sellafield is installed in one of four Rig Hall bays.  In the 

neighboring bays is a pilot plant for Veolia Nuclear Solutions’ GeoMelt In-Container Vitrification process [31].  

Lynkeos has performed several commercial imaging campaigns to provide quality assurance measurements for 

GeoMelt Product Blocks.  Results from earlier inspection campaigns are shown in Ref. [5].  Here, we present the 

results from a recent study that focused on the imaging of a Product Block that was filled with a stainless-steel 

container containing grout and uranium pennies.  The key objective of this study was to identify whether the metallic 

and uranic contents of the melt had uniformly dispersed throughout the glass after vitrification, or if they had settled 

in a metallic layer at the bottom of the crucible.  For this reason, the block was rotated by 90º so as to optimize the 

identification of a metallic layer by aligning it with the optimal imaging plane.    As this was a hardened glass block, 

there were no concerns about it being rotated.  Data were collected for a period of two weeks.   

 

A 3D image of the metallic inclusions within the crucible from the rotated sample is shown in Figure 4 alongside a 

10mm horizontal tomogram.  In both, a low-density metallic layer can clearly be seen at the base of the crucible with 

localized high-Z deposits.  High-Z inclusions, consistent with the uranium pennies that were placed within the crucible, 

are observed at approximately x=15cm and x=25cm in the horizontal slice.  The rest of the melt is homogeneous, and 

the fill level can also be clearly identified. 

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsta
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/toc/rsta/377/2137


Vitrified Wastes – GeoMelt QA
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Uranium penniesSteel cannister



Magnox Swarf Storage Silo (MSSS)
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• Construction commenced 

in 1960s to store Magnox 

swarf stripped from spent 

fuel elements sent for 

reprocessing.

• Compartments contain 

heterogenous wastes and 

corroded sludge.

• High priority for 

decommissioning.



Condition Monitoring and Inspection (CM&I)
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• ONR and EA (UK regulators) want confidence 

that wastes are evolving as expected for safe 

interim surface storage and final geological 

disposal.

• Periodic measurements of several parameters 

(CM&I), including:

• Waste height

• Water cover level

• Inner skip integrity



CM&I – Container Integrity
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L   NKeOS 
TECHNOLOGY  LTD
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Imaging Trial of MSSS Mini Box 

Photographs of the (left) bottom and (right) top compartments of the MSSS Mini Box showing the sludge-filled jerry cans and the array 

of swarf and tungsten pieces.  The bulge can be seen in the leftmost inner wall.  Note, both photographs have been rotated so that the 

bulge appears in the same location as the reconstructed images. 

L   NKeOS 
TECHNOLOGY  LTD
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Imaging Trial of MSSS Mini Box 

Photographs of the (left) bottom and (right) top compartments of the MSSS Mini Box showing the sludge-filled jerry cans and the array 

of swarf and tungsten pieces.  The bulge can be seen in the leftmost inner wall.  Note, both photographs have been rotated so that the 

bulge appears in the same location as the reconstructed images. 
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CM&I– Fill level measurements.
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Use muons travelling at large angles to zenith

Simulated data



CE Marking – From University Lab to Supply Chain
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• Demonstrate compliance with 

EU product safety standards.

• Assessment against member 

state technical standards. Physical testing of the detector system 

at a notified laboratory



Detector Safety
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EN-61010 8.2.2

Impact test with 1kg sphere
EN-61010 6.7.1.5

Insulation electric strength 

(1.5 – 4.1 kV)



EMC Emissions
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EMC Emissions
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Detector Safety
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L   NKeOS 
TECHNOLOGY  LTD

EU Declaration of Conformity

M anufacturer Contact D etails

Lynkeos Technology Ltd. support@lynkeos.co.uk

No. 11 The Square www. l ynkeos. co. uk

University of Glasgow

Glasgow G12 8QQ

Object of the D eclarat ion

Type of Object : Muon Imaging System

Model Number: LYNK-MIS

The object of the declarat ion described above is in conformity with the fol-

lowing EU Direct ives:

• Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive (2014/ 30/ EU)

• Low Voltage Directive (2014/ 35/ EU)

The following harmonised standards and technical specificat ions have been applied:

• EN 61326-1:2013

• EN 61010-1:20101

N otified Body

Eurofins York 1574

Cert ificate Number 4972TC1

Report Numbers 4971TR1 4988TR1

This declarat ion of conformity is issued under the sole responsibilit y of Lynkeos Tech-

nology Ltd.

Signed for and on behalf of Lynkeos Technology Ltd.:

Falkirk 6th August, 2018

Place of Issue Date of Issue Prof. Ralf Kaiser, CEO

1Safety test report 4988TR1 notes that the Olson 4-way mains dist ribut ion socket current ly has

documentat ion relat ing to an older standard.



MSSS Waste - Radiation Environment
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CAEN FERS System
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.15688.pdf

• Significant flux of low-energy gammas.

• Currently evaluating detector response and 

methods of dealing with the background.

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE, VOL. XX, NO. XX, XXXX 2020 1

FERS-5200: a distributed Front-End Readout
System for multidetector arrays

M.Venaruzzo, A. Abba, C. Tintori, and Y. Venturini

Abstract—The FERS-5200 is the new CAEN Front-End Read-
out System for large detector ar rays. I t consists in a compact, dis-
tr ibuted and easy-deployable solution integrating front-end based
on ASICs, A/D conversion, data processing, synchronization and
readout. Using the appropr iate Front-End the solution per fectly
fits a wide range of detectors such as SiPMs, multianode PMTs,
GEMs, Silicon Str ip detectors, Wire Chambers, Gas Tubes, etc.
The first member of the FERS family is the unit A5202, a 64
channel readout card for SiPMs, based on the CITIROC ASIC
by Weeroc SaS. The Concentrator board DT5215 can manage
the readout of up to 128 cards at once, that is 8192 readout
channels in case of the A5202.

Index Terms—ASICs, CITIROC, Detector Arrays, FERS-5200,
SiPM, Weeroc.

I . INTRODUCTION

I N the traditional approach to readout systems for physics,

the detectors are usually interfaced to close-by Front-End

Preamplifiers and long cables bring analog signals to the read-

out electronics (ADC, TDC, etc.), with A/D conversion, online

data processing and communication interfaces concentrated in

racks. Given the recent developments in the field of detectors

technology, physics experiments are moving in the direction

of using large arrays of detectors, to be read out with more

compact and more cost-effective electronics. In particular,

detectors such as SiPMs, MA-PMTs, GEMs, Silicon Strips,

Gas Tubes, etc., are becoming more and more widely used to

build huge experimental setups. CAEN, in collaboration with

Nuclear Instruments Srl, has developed a new platform, called

FERS-5200, to fit the requirements coming from this type of

experiments.

FERS-5200 is a distr ibuted and easy-scalable system, where

each Front-End unit is a small card that can play different

roles such as:

• a traditional analog spectrocopy chain housing 32 or 64

channels with preamplifier, shaper, discriminator, A/D

converter

• a digital front-end like a Time-to-digital converter (TDC)

or a trigger logic board

• a Switched capacitor array

Each FERScard featurs also thesynchronization capabilites,

local memory and the readout interface. Multiple FERS units

can be daisy-chained through a special protocol (TDlink) on

Paper submitted for review on October 28t h 2020.
M. Venaruzzo, Marketing Technical Assistance and Asia Area Sales Man-

ager at CAEN SpA, Italy (e-mail: m.venaruzzo@caen.it).
A. Abba, Co-Founder at Nuclear Instruments srl, Italy (e-mail:

abba@nuclearinstruments.eu).
C. Tintori, CTO at CAEN SpA, Italy (e-mail: c.tintori@caen.it).
Y. Venturini, Marketing Technical Assistance and Sales Manager at CAEN

SpA, Italy (e-mail: y.venturini@caen.it).

Fig. 1. FERS-5200 tree network: up to 16 FERS units can be daisy-chained
via Optical Link (TDlink), the Concentrator Board is capable to read out 8
TDlink for a total of 128 cards. Communication interfaces to the host PC are
standard Ethernet 1/10 Gb and USB 3.0. A sigle FERS units, housed in an
aluminium box can be used as standalone, directly connected to the host PC
via Ethernet or USB 2.0.

optical fiber bringing slow control, readout and synchroniza-

tion at once. Up to 16 FERS units can be daisy-chained

and readout via a single link. Thanks to the Concentrator

Board DT5215, hosting 8 TDLinks, it is possible to build

a network (FERSnet) consisting of up to 128 FE cards and

further extension of the system is possible by synchronizing

more than one Concentrator Board (see Fig.1).

FERS is designed to be a flexible platform: keeping the

same back-end (that is readout architecture and interface),

different types of Front-End will be developed to fit a variety

of detectors [1]. Typically, the front-end is based on ASIC

chips that allow for high channel density and cost-effective

integration into small size and low power modules. The first

developed unit is the A5202, that uses the CITIROC 1A chip

produced by Weeroc SaS for SiPM readout [2]; in the next

future there will be a complete line of FERS units using

different ASICs or even preamps made of discrete components

to match other type of detectors’ requirements.

I I . ARCHITECTURE OF THE FRONT-END

FERS-5200 is designed to be tailored for different specific

detectors and applications. The Front-End is a compact card

(nearly 15 x 6 cm) hosting the analog Front-End, ADC and/or

TDC, FPGA, I/Os, communication interfaces and, in some

cases, the detector bias power supply. In most cases the analog

ar
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Plant Requirements – Example Cell
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Control system

Cabling and wall penetrations
Maintenance

Data analysis

Heat load and cooling

Power requirements

Operator Training

Throughput



Conclusions and Summary
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• Waste characterisation requirements can 

be more demanding than just high-Z 

detection and location.

• Muon imaging is a good candidate 

technology to meet some of these 

requirements and help underpin 

regulatory compliance.

• The engineering requirements for 

deployment at waste processing plants 

are challenging…

• … but passive and robust detectors can 

meet these challenges.



Backup – Preliminary Muon Flux Measurements
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